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1. Introduction. This paper is a continuation of a previous one [3] which
treated the case of involutory matrices, mod 2. Here, the situation where the
modulus is a prime p > 2 is discussed.

Let G. be an abelian group of order p and type [1], and let M. be the
set of all involutory n n matrices, modulo p.
G. is defined by the mapping

(1 1) (no, a a._) --. o,p"-’-

where

(1.2) (no, , "", a-) Z$ Z X Z X X Z, (n factors),

Z being the additive group of integers, mod p.
An automorphism * on G.. is defined by

where M,. determines an automorphism on Z

Let M,*. denote the set of all automorphisms on G,. Then * M*.
We refer to all such mappings * as involutory mappings.

In [3] it was shown that the set of elements of G,. which remain fixed under

* form a subgroup, F, of
In 2 we show the existence of another subgroup Z of G. whose elements

are mapped into their negatives under *, and such that G.. F ( Z, F
Z {0}. This is in contrast to the situation when p 2, where there is no such
group Z, but there is a subgroup F’

_
F such that W *() F’, where

Based on the above expression for G,. in terms of F and Z a formula for the
total number of matrices in the set M. is obtained in 3, this being in agree-
ment with the corresponding result of Hodges [2].
4 considers groups of involutory automorphisms, and it is proved the max-

imum order of such a group is 2". In the case p 2 we had previously shown
the existence of such groups of orders _< 2’, where q _< [n/2].

In 5 a method is outlined for the actual construction of involutory matrices
of any order, mod p > 2, and in the last section a simplified method when p 2
is explained. Another method for this construction had been given in [3].
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